




About the Author

Harriet was a white American born in the year 1811.  While living in Cincinnati during
her young adulthood, she did all she could to put an end to slavery.  Her stories of Uncle Tom
were first published in an anti-slavery paper, The National Era.  Later, these stories were pub-
lished in book form. This book, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, was well received in the North.  It was this
story that had much to do with events leading up to the Civil War. It is also believed that this
book was one of the reasons Abraham Lincoln abolished slavery.

Prologue

This story takes place during a very sad time in America.  Black people were treated very
badly.  The white man looked upon them as animals. They were bought, sold, and traded, as
though they were things and not people.  Daddies were sold; mothers were sold; even their chil-
dren were sold, if they had strong bodies.  They were forced to live on their masters’ farms and
they had to work long and hard.  If they didn’t please their masters, they would be beaten, killed
or resold.  Uncle Tom was one such slave.  He was a very kind man.  He was as good as God would
have him be.  And he was loyal to his master.  But being good and working hard did little for Tom.
This is Tom’s story…
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71 The Slave Trader When Eliza hears that her master 6
is thinking of trading her, her son,
and Uncle Tom, she plans her escape.

72 Crossing The River Eliza and her son escape to Ohio. 12

73 A New Life For Tom Tom, aboard a boat bound for New 18
Orleans, saves a girl’s life.  Her father
buys Tom from the slave trader and
brings him home to New Orleans.

74 Life In New Orleans Tom is happy with his new family. 24

75 Eva's Wish Eva knows she is not going to get well. 30
She tells her father of her love for the slaves.

76 Life Without Eva Eva’s death brings deep sadness to all 36
who loved her.

77 A Man Called Simon After St. Clare’s death, Tom is sold to Simon 42
Legree.  Tom’s new master works him very hard.

78 Cassy Helps Tom Cassy, one of Legree’s new slaves, saves 48
Tom from a terrible beating.

79 The End of Tom When Cassy runs away, Tom takes a 54
beating that will end his life.

80 Cassy Finds Freedom In Canada, Cassy finds her daughter who 60
had been taken from her, long ago.
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Eliza tells Uncle 7bm that he is being sold.

Preview: 1. Read the name of the story.
2. Look at the picture.
3. Read the sentence under the picture.
4. Read the first four paragraphs of the story.
5. Then answer the following question.

You learned from your preview that Eliza

__a. was going home to see her mother.
__b. was taking little Harry to school.
__c. was going to run away with Harry.
__d. was going to stay with 'Ibm for a while.

Turn to the Comprehension Check on page 16 for the right answer.

Now read the story.

Read to find out who Eliza meets in Ohio.
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